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Pictured this page: From chair Zumba 
(below) to putt putt and indoor bowls, we 
love to keep our bodies moving - and having 
a little fun while we’re at it!

MEET YOUR NEIGHBOUR: MABEL JORDAN

Meet Mabel Jordan, a  resident from our Magnolia Wing who recently celebrated her 101st 
birthday. Mabel is originally from Toowoomba where she was a gardener for more than 46 
years. She was known as ‘The azalea lady’, having won many prizes for her flowers.
What did you want to be when you grew up? I wanted to be a nurse but my family wouldn’t 
hear of it as the war was on. I worked as a telephonist for 11 years. I was also a domestic and a 
nurse’s aide at the Toowoomba Hospital. I travelled the world with my husband.
What are three words to describe you? Very well presented.
What are your hobbies? Gardening was my passion, right from when I was a little girl loving flowers.
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LIFESTYLE TEAM UPDATE

How wonderful it has been to welcome the beginning of spring 
and the end of our lockdown. Being able to do communal activities 
again, have entertainers come back and having visitors and loved 
ones coming to visit has been nothing short of wonderful. We have 
now resumed our weekly morning tea bus trips where we go for a 
drive to look at some of our beautiful scenic spots locally. We stop 
and have refreshments and arrive back in time for lunch.

Entertainment: It has been great to welcome back our 
entertainers including Bargara Beats, Merv on the piano, Janet on 
guitar (pictured above right), Graeme Ford, ‘Just Us’ playing Happy 
Hour on a Friday afternoon. We have been getting a good crowd for 
that event!

Alpacas: The two alpacas came and visited us recently. This time, 
Tank (the larger grey alpaca, pictured above) and Special (the 
young white female) had both had haircuts since last visit. They 
walked around to everyone in the lounge willing to be patted and 
fed some mulberry leaves. Their handler brought with her a bag 
with some of their fleece to show us just how soft it is.

Birthday celebrations: This month we held both August and 
September birthdays on the first Monday of the month. There were 
29 residents born in those two months. Among them, we marked 
a 99th birthday, a 100th birthday and even a 101st birthday! Our 
kitchen team made a beautiful cake which was enjoyed by all.

Games: Getting the competitive spirit going, we’ve enjoyed games 
including putt putt, golf, indoor bowls and tenpin bowling. The 
whiteboard games and find-a-words have had residents searching 
their brains for answers, keeping up our mental stimulation.

Exercise: Our chair exercise sessions with the physio have proven 
very popular for getting all those muscles moving again. We 
have also introduced low impact chair Zumba with Janet. She 
had everyone moving with colorful jingly scarves, ribbons and 
tamborines and upbeat music. The feedback from residents was 
that  they thoroughly enjoyed the session. One afternoon each 
week we also have Sue leading chair yoga which is fun.

Cultural Day: This month we found out about Ukraine during our 
Cultural Day. We discovered it has some very beautiful scenery and 
old buildings. Volleyball is their national game so we played chair 
volleyball. There were definitely lots of laughs with that activity! 
Then there were Knightingale Bird Races in the afternoon using the 
luck of the dice to get a move on the race track (pictured below). 
Everyone nominated which number bird they believed would win.

Father’s Day: The men had a social get together with drinks, 
nibbles and a good yarn with each other in the theatre to mark this 
special day last month. Keith M (pictured below) was among them.

Kim Milowski, 
Lifestyle Team Leader


